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NFL players take the knee, take heat

Clarissa Kraayenbrink– Sports Editor

Photo by: Sports Illustrated
You’ve seen it: news about the NFL protests.
You can hardly watch sports or even walk by
a TV nowadays without seeing who the latest
player is who has been kneeling during the
national anthem.
It all started when Colin Kaepernick (then
of the San Francisco 49ers) sat on the bench
during the national anthem of a 49ers-Green
Bay Packers preseason game on Aug. 26, 2016.
“I am not going to stand up to show pride in
a flag for a country that oppresses black people
and people of color,” Kaepernick said after
the game. “To me, this is bigger than football
and it would be selfish on my part to look the
other way. There are bodies in the street and
people getting paid leave and getting away with
murder.”

Since then, numerous athletes – primarily
NFL players – have sat or knelt during the
anthem. The topic has really escalated this
season. President Trump has even weighed in
on the subject, just adding fuel to the fire. On
Sept. 22, Trump said any athlete disrespecting
the flag should be disciplined.
“Wouldn’t you love to see one of these NFL
owners, when somebody disrespects our flag, to
say, ‘Get that son of a b**** off the field right
now, out, he’s fired!’” Trump said.
By Sept. 24, there was some form of protest
happening at every NFL game around the
nation. Some teams decided they would all
kneel in unity during the anthem, some stood
with interlocked arms showing support and
some, like the Pittsburgh Steelers, decided

not to decide by staying in the locker room
during the anthem. The league, team owners
and coaches had to send out statements before
games explaining why they would act the way
they did.
So what exactly is this protesting all about?
Despite what many people think, these players
say they are not anti-Star-Spangled Banner or
anti-America. Many claim are just looking for a
way to bring attention to the racial injustices in
this country. However, these players are getting
paid to do a job – that is, performing on the
gridiron – not to make a political statement.
Cory Van Gilst, Dordt College senior and avid
Pittsburgh Steelers fan, considered boycotting
his favorite team because they boycotted
the national anthem. But, he questions why
players are doing this: is it to stand up for social
injustices or is it to stand up against Trump?
“I don’t think anyone truly knows anymore,”
Van Gilst said.
Van Gilst said he was disheartened with the
recent protests. Sports and politics should be
two separate entities, and sports are an escape
from everyday life, according to Van Gilst. He
says that now, players will be judged on how
they act during the playing of the national
anthem rather than how they perform on the
field.
“Who are these people that think we care
about their opinions?” Van Gilst said. “In all
honesty, we just care about how well you can
do your job. Which is what it should be, right?”
He points out that if another “regular” person
was to start protesting at their job, they would
eventually be fired. Go ahead and exercise your

Federal government updates Title IX policy

Tess Hemmila and Allison Wordes– Staff Writers

With the Trump administration’s changes to
the Title IX policy set to allow schools more
flexibility, Dordt College officials say the
campus policy regarding sexual assaults will be
adapted to fit the needs of new regulations.
On Sept. 22, the Office for Civil Rights of the
U.S. Department of Education proposed major
changes to Title IX, which are government
regulations that prohibit sex discrimination in
education.
“There is no place on a Christian college
campus for sexual assault,” said Erik Hoekstra,
Dordt College President. “Our policy is going
to be, first of all, biblical, and second legal. We
take sexual assault very seriously at Dordt.”
As a part of the new changes, two documents
that had previously outlined the responsibility
of schools’ response to sexual violence
and discrimination have been rescinded, or
overruled. These are the “Dear Colleague”
letter released in 2011, and a Q&A document
from 2014, both of which have been replaced.
The new documents place an emphasis
on fairness for both the reporting party and
the responding parties. The policy provides
standards for interim measures, which are
individual services offered as appropriate to
both parties before, and during an investigation.
These
accommodations
may
include:
counseling, extensions and course-related
assistance, changes in housing, etc.
The new regulations also allow schools more
freedom to decide their policies, specifically,
their policy on the definition of evidence.

Previously, the standard of evidence meant
preponderance of evidence, which means that if
the school is 50 percent and a feather sure that
something happened, they should investigate
the report. Now, schools will be allowed to
decide what standard of evidence they wish to
adopt: the preponderance of evidence standard
or a clear and convincing evidence standard.
Leah Zuidema, Associate Provost and one
of Dordt’s Title IX investigators, said she is
pleased with new changes, which follow the
‘spirit of the law.’
“I’m glad to see additional emphasis on due
process,” said Zuidema. “On both sides we
should be asking, ‘are we being ethical and are
we doing justice?’”
Since Trump’s election last year, changes to
the policy were expected. One of the largest
adaptations to Title IX is that it will be more
closely intertwined with the Clery Act, a piece
of legislation that aims to provide transparency
about campus crime policy and statistics.
Schools are required to disclose statistics of
dating violence, domestic violence, sexual
assault and stalking.
Another change is the lifting of the 60 day
investigation window. Previously, investigations
had to be completed in fewer than 60 days, but
now schools have the freedom to conduct their
investigations in what they deem to be a timely
manner. This allows schools and investigators
to be thorough in examining evidence.
The recent changes have caused a rift
between those against and those in favor of the
new regulations. This division has left a large
amount of people in the middle confused and

undecided on the issue.
Those in opposition to the changes are
concerned that the new standards may allow
more cases to be dismissed or improperly
investigated. The concern is that schools will
set too lax of standards, and cases might be
handled incorrectly.
Those in favor of the changes see emphasis
on due process and fairness to both parties. The
new guidance allows schools more freedom to
determine their policy.
In the last academic school year (2016-2017),
Dordt College filed four Title IX reports, all of
which were deemed worthy of investigation.
Title IX regulations are not law. Not all
schools in the United States are subject to
Title IX. Schools are only bound by Title IX
regulations if they receive government funding,

First Amendment right by expressing your
views, Van Gilst says, but just do it off the field.
“That’s any American’s right; that’s any
human right,” he said. “But doing it during a
game, during the national anthem, has just
created a lot of confusion and I’m disappointed
with it all.”
But, any good argument has two sides to the
story. Dordt College football team member
Justin Banks says players are justified in their
protesting. He said he tries to put himself in the
players’ situation to see what he would do. It’s
not something he personally would feel called
to do, but he can see why players around the
country are acting in this manner.
“I understand someone who would take that
position to show the disrespect and disregard
for African-Americans,” Banks said. “It just
seems like people’s priorities are out of place.”
Banks says Kaepernick’s display that started
all of this has at least opened people’s eyes to the
mistreatment and injustice that’s been going on
in America, which is what Kaepernick wanted.
He wanted to spark meaningful conversations
to get people talking and acting toward those
who were being mistreated.
Well, it’s certainly gotten people talking.
As for the rest of the season, Van Gilst says
we will continue to see more protesting, but he
thinks we are going through the brunt of the
controversy right now. Will there be players
kneeling for the Star-Spangled Banner at the
Super Bowl in February? Sure, Van Gilst says.
But the media buzz around it may die out before
that.

referring back to Title IV. Dordt awards close to
$15 million in student loans and Pell grants on
behalf of the government annually. Because of
this, Title IX applies to Dordt College.
“Title IX cases can be mishandled, but, when
it’s done correctly, it can help both parties,”
said Erin Olsen, professor of Social Work and
Title IX investigator. “It’s our job as Title IX
investigators to determine if school policy was
broken, not to determine guilt or innocence.”
In this period of transition, there is no way to
know exactly what effect the new Title IX will
have on schools. The documents still have to go
through a period of public comment and are not
yet permanent.
“At present, there’s a lot of smoke and not
necessarily any light,” said Howard Wilson,
VP and Chief Administrative Officer.
Contributed Photo
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Trump’s tweet prompts more State of transition for Science
threats from North Korea
department
Cory Van Gilst – Staff Writer

On Sept. 23, the foreign minister of North
Korea spoke openly about US and North
Korean relations, claiming that the Commander
and Chief of the United States had declared
war on their country. Ri Yong Ho stated that
Trump made a “clear declaration of war” when
he tweeted that the leadership of North Korea,
Kim Jong Un – referenced as Little Rocket Man
in the tweet – might not be around much longer.
The tweet followed a speech that Ri gave at a
general assembly of the United Nations a few
days prior. In the speech, he portrayed President
Trump as the true menace of the international
community. Ri went on to say that the president
insulted the supreme dignity of North Korea by
comparing him to a rocket. This is no doubt a
reference to President Trump’s earlier tweets
that first likened Kim Jong Un to Little Rocket
Man. Ri concluded his speech with: “by doing
so, [President Trump] committed an irreversible
mistake of making our rockets’ visit to the entire
US mainland inevitable all the more.”
The speech set about a fire storm of tweeting
by the president. These tweets were then
interpreted as a clear declaration of war.
“Because the United States declared war, even
if U.S. strategic bombers do not intrude into
our air, we will possess the right to respond in
self-defense, including the right to launch at a
random time and drop [the strategic bomber],”
Ri said.
This event coincided with a recent display of
air power that took place two days before the
foreign minister’s statements. Several US B-1B
Lancer bombers and F-15C Eagle fighter escorts
flew along the Korean coastline in international
airspace. The public was made aware of this
flyby as a result of North Korea being unable
to detect the planes. The Pentagon reasoned a
show of force would be pointless if it were not
seen, and disclosed the information.
In a press conference held shortly after Ri’s
remarks, the White House made it very clear
that they had not declared war on North Korea.
“We have not declared war on North Korea
and frankly the suggestion of that is absurd,”
said White House press secretary Sarah
Huckabee Sanders.
Sanders added that there is never an
appropriate situation to shoot down foreign
nation’s planes when traveling in international
airspace. The Pentagon also issued its thoughts
on the most recent developments in the ongoing
tension with the hermit kingdom.
“If North Korea does not stop their
provocative actions, you know, we will make
sure that we provide options to the president

to deal with North Korea,” stated spokesman
Colonel Robert Manning.
As one would expect, many members of the
international community are attempting to
deescalate the situation. China’s ambassador to
the U.N. warned that a conflict was in nobody’s
interest. Other members of the U.N. are actively
trying to prevent “fatal misunderstandings”
from taking place.
U.N. members and international ambassadors
are not the only ones who are concerned with
the increasingly belligerent conversations
taking place between the two nations. Dordt
students, including senior Annika Henckel,
have also expressed concerns over the matter.
“I think it is frightening that something could
happen,” she said. “It would be one of the first
wars in a long time that would take place in our
own country.” Other students feel the same way,
believing that North Korea would be the first to
strike if tensions reached a boiling point.
Students like Josh Bootsma, on the other
hand, feel that there is no real threat from North
Korea.
“I think North Korea understands that if they
do anything to truly provoke military action,”
he said, “they wouldn’t last very long without
support from China or any other nation.”
China declared earlier that it would not
stand by North Korea if it attacked the United
States out of aggression. When asked about the
likelihood of North Korea attacking, Political
Science professor Jeff Taylor said, “I’m
skeptical that they have the capability or the
intention of doing that.”
Taylor also believes the rhetoric coming from
both sides is inflammatory and irresponsible.
“Whether it is talk of nuclear or conventional
war,” he said, “it seems like serious leaders
of government ought to be talking in a more
serious way.” While he understands President
Trump’s intentions, he does not see them as
helpful in the long run.
Despite North Korea’s most recent threats of
military action, South Korean officials claim that
the mannerisms being displayed by the military
forces opposite the border do not indicate any
action that would give them life. For now, the
conflict between the US and North Korea looks
to remain a war of words and nothing more.
President Trump and other US officials will
continue to call for harsher sanctions on North
Korea from the U.N. Meanwhile, North Korea
will go on to claim that their need for nuclear
weapons is one of self-defense against the
actions of the US. In the midst of the political
tension, there are bound to be more twists and
turns in the saga between the two nations.

Title IX: the Wheaton case
Tess Hemmila and Allison Wordes– Staff Writers

Wheaton College, an evangelical college
in Illinois has made headlines because of its
recent and very public Title IX case. In the past
month, five football students were charged with
felonies, leading back to the hazing episode
in the spring of 2016. In the report, the victim
reported receiving labral tears in both of his
shoulders, which required surgery.
Even though the five had been deemed unable
to continue playing for the football team, their
names remain on the roster for 2017. Three
of the five played against Carthage college as
recently as two weeks ago. It is a case that has
received attention because of the lack of action
that was taken by the school.

When asked about the incident at Wheaton
College, freshman Demetrius Rowser said, “I
just don’t think anyone at Dordt has that kind
of heart.”
The campus of 2,850 students is similar in
size to Dordt, and shares many of the same
values and goals for its institution.
“We prayed at one of our meetings for the
school and for the students involved,” said
Hoekstra. “The unfortunate truth is that sin is
going to enter into everything in this world.”
Zuidema said Dordt starts each year positively.
She noted recently that Dordt initiated
leadership breakfasts for teams to encourage
new students. Rather than being deterred from
participating in the community, newcomers are
welcomed and treated with respect.

Elizabeth Helmkamp – Staff Writer

The construction of the new science wing has
put the Science Department into a constant state
of transition with high hopes for the future.
Dr. Channon Visscher, a chemistry professor,
and Steven Bogaard, the natural science lab
coordinator, both compared the transition to
moving into a new house.
“Any time you have to completely unpack
and then repack a lab, that always brings its
own set of difficulties,” said Visscher. “My first
impression, a month after having moved in, is
I’ve really appreciated the thoughtful design of
the space. It’s really efficient and it’s been a nice
space to work in so far.”
Dr. Jelsma, a professor of Biology who was
involved in organizing the move, said, “The
science building was really was in bad need of
an upgrade, just in terms of climate control and
space and all that sort of stuff.”
Many natural science departments are still
getting settled in.
“We still have a—we call it a punch-list—of
items that need to be fixed yet,’” said Bogaard.
“But, for the most part, it’s a functional lab;
they’re incredible compared to what we used to
have.”
Bogaard said that one of the difficulties of
transitioning to a new building was finding
where things are.

“I spend a lot of my time, even just for
prepping a couple of chemistry labs, searching,”
said Bogaard. “Where did we put this? And
why is it there? Does it make sense? We have
a ton more storage space than we used to in
the old labs. Hopefully that does not mean
accumulating junk… I will fight against that.”
On the other hand, extra storage space allows
for new equipment.
“I really like our dedicated instrument
room,” said Visscher. “We had an instrument
room before, but it was pretty small, and
it wasn’t really designed to handle a lot of
instrumentation. To me that’s one of the more
exciting rooms to step into, because it is full of
all this great analytical equipment.”
One change is that floors are made of a
different material than the tile they were made
of last year.
“The only concern [with the upgrade] I had
was the floors,” said Jelsma. “The floors are
kind of rubberized, and so it’s supposed to be
better on your feet; it’s more durable, but we’re
finding that they look dirty very quickly.”
Bogaard agreed, noting his appreciation that
the floors are smoother to roll carts over.
“We have the place, but we don’t quite feel at
home yet,” said Jelsma. “So we’re still figuring
out where everything goes and what we can do
with everything, but that just takes time.”

Contributed Photo

Dordt voices opinion on free
speech

Tess Hemmila – Staff Writer

In the wake of events such as Free Speech
Week at University California Berkeley, the
question that comes to mind is, why do we have
speakers that don’t necessarily share our beliefs
come to Dordt? The answer lies in the school’s
mission statement: “Dordt College equips
students, alumni, and the broader community
to work effectively towards Christ-centered
renewal in all aspects of contemporary life.”
In recent weeks at UC Berkeley, there
have been complications surrounding what is
known as “Free Speech Week,” a joint project
between the only conservative news publication
on campus, The Berkeley Patriot, and Milo
Yiannopoulos, a political activist associated
with conservatism and the Alt-right.
Free Speech Week was meant to bring in
a series of conservative speakers, including
Yiannopoulos himself, to speak at Berkeley.
However, after a number of intense protests
on campus relating to the event, it was
canceled. Even though the event did not go on
as anticipated, the school spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars on security.
According to Victor Gonzalez, a freshman at
Berkeley, “They had security and barricades set
up for four days straight… It was really scary
because I’ve never seen so many cops in one
place in my entire life. At one point, there was a
bomb threat. They had SWAT, the bomb squad,
Berkeley Police, they had everybody there.”
While the thought of intense riots at Dordt
is almost unimaginable, the school has hosted
a number of controversial speakers in the past.
One of the most controversial public figures that
has spoken at Dordt is the current President of

the United States, Donald Trump. The college
invited Trump and other Republican candidates
from the 2016 election as a part of a series of
speakers.
“We wanted them to come to our campus so
that the students could be informed voters,” said
Dordt College President Eric Hoekstra.
Another time when the school allowed
controversial groups on campus was in 2007
when the Equality Ride came to campus. The
Equality Ride is a group of college students
who visit college campuses across the country
to promote acceptance of LGBTQ+ people.
While they were on campus, Dordt set up two
days of classroom presentations, dialogue and
meals with students. During their time visiting
the college, the bus was vandalized with graffiti,
but Dordt’s maintenance department remedied
the situation by assisting in washing off the
graffiti. When asked about the experience
Hoekstra said, “They were treated respectfully.
Both sides were heard, and we all just had to
agree to disagree.”
Hoekstra added that departments bring in
speakers, sometimes ones who don’t share the
college’s Christian beliefs, because they have
a specific reason to invite them. Whether they
have wisdom on a certain area of expertise or
they are presidential candidates, the speakers
come to Dordt because they have something
worth sharing with students.
Tara Boer, Professor of Social Work,
weighed in by saying, “My hope is that we raise
up a generation of students that are taught how
to think, not what to think… If we don’t hear
from people who are different, we wouldn’t
be fully preparing the students for life after
college.”

· News ·
BYOB-I-B-L-E
Sawyer Strelnieks – Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
Bring Your Bible to School Day is Oct. 5th.
Yes, Oct. 5th falls on Dordt’s reading break, so
there’s no class that day, but celebrating such
an occasion every day is an important privilege
that some of us may take for granted. Dordt
College is blessed with religious freedom in the
classroom, but many schools and colleges are
not so fortunate. Laws on religious practices in
public schools are very murky and oftentimes
hard to understand. If you didn’t know this, just
go watch God’s Not Dead 2 and find out for
yourself. Although students have more freedom
than teachers and school leaders, religion can
still be a hard topic to discuss with other peers

in a classroom setting.
Students in public schools are allowed to talk
about faith and pray with other students so long
as their actions are not disruptive. Teachers and
other school leaders are allowed to teach about
religion, but are not permitted to teach religion.
Basically, this means that public school teachers
can mention different types of religions, but they
are not allowed to have an in-class discussion
about a religion. This law which is often used
to defend the right to a religion-less education
is the first amendment of the United States
Constitution, which deals with the separation of
the church and the state.
But, here at Dordt, things are different. Classes
such as CORE-150 Biblical Foundations require
that a student uses the Bible for reference during
their studies. The list of explicitly and implicitly
Biblical classes here could go on for a very long
time, especially with regards to classes that
require Bible readings. Professors are allowed
to read Scripture to their class and discuss
openly their views and beliefs on religion here
at Dordt.
What is the point of bringing a Bible to
school on Oct. 5th? It might be simply a way of
celebrating religious freedom with friends. This
event is possible because it is voluntary and
student-directed, which means it is completely
up to the students if they want to participate or
not.
And yet, there is more to it than just carrying
your Bible to class for the day. It serves as a
way to share your faith and God’s love with
other students. Today, if you are looking for
something to be grateful for, remember your
own religious freedoms. And maybe, for your
next class period, think about Bringing Your
Own Bible.

Eight month isolation test ends
Emma Stoltzfus– Staff Writer

On Sept. 19, 2017, six scientists and engineers
stepped out of a dome on the slopes of Hawaii
after an eight-month simulation.
The Hawaii Space Exploration Analog
and Simulation (HI-SEAS) is run by the
University of Hawaii at Mānoa with Cornell
University and funded by NASA. The purpose
of the organization is to further research and
information on human response to being in an
enclosed space for long periods of time. The
results of these experiments help the process
for choosing individuals to go on lengthy space
missions, such as the manned Mars missions
theorized to take place sometime in the 2030s.
The six participants of HI-SEAS are scientists
and engineers in a variety of fields that hail from
America and the United Kingdom. They each
bring with them experiments and research to
work on throughout their stay on “Mars.”
The hab is semi-self-sufficient and has a large
solar panel array. Most of the food is stored,
with the only fresh vegetables sourced from any
experiments the participants conduct.
To preserve the illusion of being located on
Mars, there is an instituted 20-minute delay
in communication—such as what would be
experienced when sending messages between
Earth and Mars—which restricts communication
to mostly text and some recorded video and
audio.
In addition, the ‘astronauts’ can only exit the
‘hab’ when in bulky space-suit-like gear. Hiking
over lava rock and red dirt in space-suits while
conducting various geological experiments
gives the impression of spacewalks on the red
planet.
When not conducting experiments, conducting
maintenance on the hab, doing team-building
exercises, or going on ‘spacewalks,’ the
participants spends their limited free time flying
drones, watching movies together, and playing
games.
As the goal of HI-SEAS V is to study astronaut
selection techniques and team schematics, much
of their time is spent together collaborating on
projects and simply figuring out the logistics of
living and working in a 1,200 square foot dome
with five strangers.

Professor Luralyn Helming of Dordt’s
Psychology department noted that humans
generally aren’t isolated with others in such an
extreme manner unless they were victims of a
disaster.
The location of the dome, over 8000 ft
above sea level, was chosen for its Mars-like
qualities. Mauna Loa—or “Long Mountain”—
is the world’s largest active volcano, stretching
60 miles long and 30 miles wide. It has only
erupted twice since the ‘50s; the most recent
eruption occurring in 1984.
Pictures of the Mauna Loa volcano—located
on the Big Island of Hawai’i—with its red
rocks, isolation, and limited plant-life, look to
be images taken by a rover on Mars rather than
a drone on an island in the Pacific.
Applicants to the simulation must be able
to pass a Class 2 flight physical examination,
have either science or engineering training and
background, and proposed research to conduct
over the course of the program.
“If I were to go to Mars—which I would
never do—I would want to take samples of
the ice and see if anything grows there,” says
Environmental Science and Art major Marti
Sutton, if she had to do something in a simulated
habitat however, she would want to do research
on introductory species.
As the crew exited the dome for the first time
in months, without a space-suit, they were
greeted by family, friends, and fresh fruit.
Much can be learned from these simulations,
and the information gathered on astronaut
selection and team building will help facilitate
the crew choices in future manned Mars
missions.
Contributed Photo
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Rev. Brown lectures
dreaming a new dream
Evangeline Colarossi – Staff Writer

On the first Monday of each month, Dordt
hosts a seminar that every freshman hopes to
remember, and that every CORE 100 teacher
hopes students never forget.
These seminars, known as First Mondays,
often consist of Christian speakers who present
a lecture before the students.
The October speaker was Reverend Dr.
Timothy Brown, President of Western
Theological Seminary. His seminar title was
about as long as some students’ attention spans.
Many students only had a vague idea of what to
expect going into the speech.
Brown invited the audience to learn what he
calls, “the formidable discipline of day dreams.”
He spoke of how “All people dream, but not all
people dream equally.” Brown hoped to inspire
those who aren’t yet daydreamers to begin
dreaming more effectively. The purpose of the
message was to embolden those in attendance
to dare to daydream and to make their dreams
a reality.
Later, he tied this call to dream into our calling
as Christians; our call to serve on this earth as
agents of grace.
“God insists, and insists very loudly, that we
participate in this world, and do so in order to
benefit it,” Brown said. “God has enlisted us to
make a difference in that world.”
His lecture stuck in the minds of the students,
including freshman Makayla Van Beek.
“I thought he portrayed his message very
well and kept the audience intrigued the whole
time,” Van Beek said.
What are words without action though?
“He really helped put in perspective the
benefits of being a daydreamer,” freshman
Shannon Oostenink said. “He also gave a nice,

on

achievable application to help bring together
everything he said.”
Freshmen aren’t the only ones who attend the
seminars, however. At any given First Monday,
a large amount of upperclassmen and even
professors can be found listening to the speaker.
“How refreshing it is to be reminded of the big
picture [of life],” digital media professor Mark
Volkers said. “We get so caught up in the details
of living that we forget that huge, vibrant picture
of all that awaits us. A reminder to dream big, to
take Biblical day-dreaming seriously about the
new earth, the all-things-made-new aspect of
our future, helps us keep things in perspective.”
Brown claims that
to be able to
dream and act upon those dreams is something
many people forget, especially at this busy
point in life.
For those who may have missed the seminars
and wish to hear them, you can find recordings
by searching “First Mondays” on the Dordt
website.
Photo By: Western Theological Seminary

Shootings: Is Dordt prepared?
Jenna Stephens– Staff Writer

An active shooter makes his way down the
center aisle during Wednesday chapel. What do
you do?
The congregation in a church near Nashville
experienced such a scenario in real life,
reminding church-goers that one person’s
actions can change a safe haven into a warzone.
A morning service of worship and Scripture
reading became one of survival and horror for
congregants in the Tennessee church on Sept.
24.
The suspect, 25-year-old Emanuel Kidega
Samson, began his attack in the parking lot of
Burnette Chapel Church of Christ in Antioch,
TN. Firing one of the two pistols he pulled from
his car, he shot and killed Melanie Smith. But,
the murder of this 39-year-old mother of two
was not enough for Samson. He then proceeded
to enter the church.
Samson walked down the aisle like so many
had done before for wedding ceremonies,
funerals, and church services. The only
catch—he fired his pistol as he did it. Bullets
flew at unsuspecting church-goers, hitting and
wounding six innocent targets. Robert Caleb
Engle, a 22-year-old usher at the church,
confronted the shooter. The struggle resulted in
Engle being beat with the pistol, and Samson
accidentally shooting himself. With Samson on
the ground from his bullet wound, Engle went
to his car to grab his own registered gun. He
guarded the suspect until police arrived at the
scene.
The members of Burnette Chapel Church
entered the sanctuary that morning without a
clue of the horrific scene they would witness. In
a place as “safe” and “Christian” as Northwest
Iowa, a shooting like this would never happen,
right? And yet, it is likely that the victims of the
Nashville shooting would have said the same
thing before coming face-to-face with a brutal
attacker.
In 2012, Samson posted “Rise & shine, it’s
church time!” on his Facebook page. He wrote
about his faith and church regularly, and even

invited friends to attend church with him in an
effort to extend the church family. Members of
Burnette Chapel Church said the shooter had
attended services there a year or two ago.
A former church-goer turned murderer—who
expects that?
Living in a world of daily shootings,
bombings, and active war zones (such as events
in Las Vegas, NV, this week), it is easy to think
of these events as devastating but distant issues.
Are we numb to the news, and therefore numb
to the threat?
“I just feel like I’m very used to hearing about
them because they happen frequently. So maybe
that has made me less nervous,” said Tori Mann,
a senior from Colorado. “That doesn’t really
make sense,” she added, with a laugh.
She went on to say that Sioux Center does not
feel like a target because it is a small town.
This seems to be the trend in Northwest Iowa,
within communities that experience low crime
rates and no terroristic threats.
“While we live in a small, generally peaceful
community, we are not naïve, and assume that
this type of event could happen at Dordt, and
consequently plan for it,” said Howard Wilson,
Dordt’s Emergency Response Coordinator, in
an email.
Dordt participated in a simulation with an
active shooter in the fall of 2014. It implemented
local public safety agencies, an active shooter
in SB 1606, blank ammunition, student actors,
and even simulated blood. After the simulation,
a debriefing followed in which necessary
changes were made to the college’s protocols.
Procedures regarding an active shooter are
located in a manual in each classroom. But,
do students and faculty know how to respond?
Because if a shooter entered the classroom,
there would not be time to pull out the manual
and read up on the topic.
Becoming too suspicious poses a risk to
relationships and outreach, and constant fear
decreases quality of life. It could drive a person
crazy. But the Tennessee church shooting is a
devastating reminder that living in denial of the
risk could be just as dangerous.
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Jenna,
just Travel Blog: When free food Stay where you
married: I’m a Fitting in and fails
belong, politics
savage, sue me hospitality
and sports
Janelle Cammenga – Staff Writer

Jenna Stephens – Staff Writer

Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
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He told me I squeeze the toothpaste tube like
a barbarian.
Um, ouch. One phrase, but a dagger to my
femininity.
I so badly wanted to rip the knife from my
own ego and jab him back—like, not super
hard, but enough to leave a scratch on his pride.
But, I had nothing. A perfect man? Nah. But for
some frustrating reason, I couldn’t draw up any
criticizing comebacks on the spot.
My teeth have been brushed multiple times a
day for 20 years. There isn’t a science behind
something so basic. At least, there shouldn’t
be. But no, this time it seemed to be the perfect
opportunity for me to learn a lesson. Conner
proceeded to demonstrate how “normal” people
squeeze the toothpaste tube flat to maximize the
amount they can get out—rather than “gripping
it like a toddler fists a crayon.” I agreed with his
logic, but I found myself going back to my old
habit until I consciously made the decision to
change my ways. A sacrifice for my husband.
So selfless.
Apparently, this barbaric habit reveals its ugly
face in another aspect of my life. When I visited
the painting studio, I was confronted with the
horrific sight of my mutilated oil paint tubes
piled up in a lifeless, crinkled mass.
Shameful. I’m disappointed.
Moving in with Conner has taught me a lot
about myself. Sometimes I need a fresh set of
eyes to observe my behavior. And then, he can
either tell me, “That is just so cute,” or “What
are you doing?! No, no, that needs to change.”
Conner’s default mode is typically the second
response, but that’s OK. We both tend to tell it
like it is.
It does seem important to point out our
biggest pet peeves, though, because they might
eventually result in a greater conflict.
“In some cases, pet peeves can make one
member of the couple feel emotionally allergic
to the other, hastening the demise of the
entire relationship,” says Dr. Guy Winch, of
psychologytoday.com.
It’s kind of a goofy way to put it, but I think
Winch has a point. Lord willing, we have 70+
years of marriage ahead of us. Little annoying
habits that go unchecked now could result in a
culmination of frustrations down the road.
I’m happy to say that I am not alone in my
barbarism. I did, in fact, marry a man of my
own, uncivilized kind. Conner scoops corn
onto his fork with his finger. Not a knife, his
FINGER. Like an animal. Our future children
might be doomed, but that’s nothing to worry
about yet. For the time being, we’ll keep each
other humble, point out the serious pet peeves,
and continue discovering each other’s weird
quirks and habits.

Though adapting to life in England has been
fairly easy, and though it is similar to the
United States in many ways, I am undeniably
a foreigner here.
And, I advertise that fact every time I open
my mouth.
I sound like an American, and any attempt
to disguise this fact would probably make
things worse. Some of my fellow study abroad
students, who also desperately wish they
could blend in with the locals a little more
effectively, have actually tried affecting British
accents when interacting with Britons. Some
do so unintentionally because they’ve osmosed
British intonations after being surrounded by
British accents all day long. The results of these
efforts are mixed—an accented “sorry” usually
goes over better than a faux British accent
sustained over an entire conversation. (It is a
little ironic that attempts to blend in with the
locals can also put you at risk of offending the
locals…)
In spite of the probably inordinate degree
of shame I feel about my accent, the Britons
I have interacted with have been gracious and

Senior staff writer Lydia Marcus stands
in front of her Oma’s childhood home in
Rotterdam.
not noticeably xenophobic. It’s probably easier
for Americans in Oxford than in other cities
because Oxford is a university town. There are
lots of foreigners here, and they have a valid
excuse for being here because they’re students.
So, that helps a bit.
However, we like to fit in, and not being able
to do so makes us feel a little helpless.
But, we have slowly realized that most native
Britons probably care less about our not being
British than we do. In fact, our foreign accents
sometimes seem to earn us an extra dose of
hospitality. Here we are, twenty-somethings
who decided it would be a good idea to move
across the Atlantic for university. We’re (naïve)
adventurers, in a small way. And, a number
of people here seem rather pleased that we’ve
chosen their nation as the destination for our
adventures.
All in all, feeling like an outsider isn’t very
comfortable, but the hospitality of strangers
makes it much more bearable. So, could
the same be said for you, and for our Dordt
community?

As I sit in an air-conditioned mini bus on a
Sunday afternoon and wait for the others to
arrive, I can’t help but think. (But then again,
I don’t know how to work the radio on this
vehicle, so it’s not like I have other options.)
I’m here because I’m carrying on a tradition:
taking a group of students to sing hymns at
Royale Meadows, the Sioux Center nursing
home.
Ten minutes from now, a few regulars will
clamber through the open doors. We’ll head
over, have a quick prayer, then get ready to sing.
The minute we walk into the nursing home’s
dining room, residents will look up from their
dinners and whisper “It’s the Sunday Singers!”
You can tell they look forward to this, since they
have us on their event calendar—and you can
bet they notice when we miss a week. It’s a rare
Sunday that I don’t get a firm hand-holding with
a desperate, “Please come back again. Please.”
“You couldn’t keep us away if you tried,” is
my usual answer.
And I wish that was the case. But, getting
people to sing at the nursing home is like
trying to assemble a 16-person tent without an
instruction manual. Or poles. Or stakes. And
this is what I’m afraid will kill this tradition.
I’ve tried every argument in the “How to
recruit college students” handbook: It’s only an
hour, guys, seriously. (No can do.) You don’t
even have to talk to them afterward; you can
just sing and skedaddle. (Still no.) I. Will. Feed.
You. I have a freaking lasagna in the freezer.
(Can I just come for dinner?) No!
When people don’t even come for the
free food, something must be going on. The
thing I most often hear is, “I’m afraid of old
people.”
Why? They’re just human beings. They don’t
care if you sing off-key. They don’t care if
your voice cracks in the middle of a phrase, or
if you answer the same three questions every
week. They just love the fact that you came, and
they’re happy to see you.
Elderly people are not only kind, but also
valuable. Their years of experience have
taught them many things that would be worth
the effort to learn. I met a man named Joe at
Royale Meadows who used to grow rubber
trees in South Africa, and another man who was
a prisoner of war in WWII. He’ll tell you about
it if you ask. In nursing homes, there are many
great stories just waiting to be uncovered.
Part of the problem is that America’s culture is
different than places like Japan, where children
are taught to respect and appreciate their elders.
In China, not caring for your aging relatives is
actually against the law.
Rather, our TV shows often stereotype older
characters as being doddering and confused.
And, if they’re not a burden, then they’re seen as
a nuisance. Think of Grandpa in The Simpson’s,
or Ray’s parents in Everybody Loves Raymond.
Living arrangements may also be to blame.
While Japanese and Chinese grandparents often
live with their children, almost 1/3 of elderly
Americans live alone, and about 5% live in
nursing homes. The less interaction you have
with someone, the more uncomfortable you
are with them, so I suppose this gap between
generations makes sense. But, just because
it makes sense doesn’t mean that it has to
continue. Guess what: someday, you’re going
to be an old person. Treat your elders with the
love, kindness and respect you want someday.
Whatever you do, whether it’s singing hymns
or otherwise, break out of your comfort zone.
Visit someone in a nursing home. Be the bright
spot in their week. Sometimes, all it takes is a
hand on a shoulder, a kind word, a smile. You
don’t have to stay for hours at a time; just show
them you care.
Does that sound easy? Good. Because it is.
And, it only gets easier with practice.
And with that, students have started filing into
my bus. I see some new faces this week, and
that gives me great hope. Most people try it
once and don’t return, but maybe, just maybe,
these will stick around.

Cory VanGilst – Staff Writer

Everything is awful. That is my typical
reaction to any political news that extends its
reach into the sports world. Actually, maybe
the word ‘news’ isn’t quite appropriate; perhaps
political propaganda would be more suitable.
I’m writing this in response to the most recent
NFL protests that have marred the sports
world in division and complete awfulness.
Unfortunately, my qualms with politics in sports
are much larger than the events of last weekend.
Allow me to be a little melodramatic about
the issue: Alas, the last of America’s great
strongholds against the political scene has fallen.
Gone are the days where fans could simply be
fans. Gone are the days where a father explains
to his son that former Arizona Cardinals’
safety Pat Tillman is a hero because he gave
up football to fight and die for his country on
foreign soil. Gone are the days where talent was
all that mattered in the eyes of fans. Instead, we
are being forced to welcome the days where
fans have to choose to support players based
on their political stance, not talent. Days where
Bruce Jenner is a hero because he thinks he is
a woman. Days where race, gender and sexual
orientation make a player special, not his or her
ability to perform at the highest level.
Personally, I could care less about Colin
Kaepernick. Is that because I am a racist who
doesn’t care about discrimination? No. I don’t
care about him because he is a horrendous
excuse for a quarterback. There are few things
I find more sickening than ESPN bringing
to light and celebrating differences between
people for the sake of equality when many of
us did not even notice them in the first place.
I thought equality meant that no one noticed
racial, gender or any other ‘social’ difference.
But what do I know?
I do know that all of the political propaganda
circulating through the sports world will lead
to the demise of a lot of programs if it gets
out of hand. The NFL ratings plummeted last
week. ESPN has been forced to downsize
multiple times since taking political stands on
their network. One could also look at the sorry
state of the University of Missouri for what
could happen if this fire storm continues. Since
advocating for ‘equality’ and forcing the ‘racist’
president of the college to resign, enrollment
has dropped by 35%. The football program
that started the uproar lost millions in funding
from private donors over the course of several
months and now is a bottom feeder in the SEC.
To be clear, I do care about many of the issues
that are taking place in this country right now.
I think there are things that can be changed for
the better. I just do not want to deal with it in
sports. Like many Americans, I use sports as an
escape from those things—and ironically as a
point of unity. When the Chicago Cubs finally
won the World Series last year, I didn’t ask
for other fans opinions on the election or race
inequality before I went crazy with them. None
of those things mattered for that moment – the
only thing that mattered was the fact that they
were fellow Cubs fans and we were champions!
I only wish the media and heads of the sports
world understood that.
Contributed Photo
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Professor profile: Jeff Taylor Dordt College welcomes new
on politics, pedagogy
Music professor
Emma Stoltzfus – Staff Writer

The door to professor Jeff Taylor’s office is
adorned with several colorful pictures drawn by
his children. Upon entering the office, the walls
are covered with campaign signs and a large
bookshelf fills the right side of the room. More
crayon drawings make appearances around
Taylor’s desk.
Taylor is the sole full-time political science
professor at Dordt. His courses are included in
both the CORE and political science programs
and range from classes on Public Policy to
Ancient & Medieval Political Thought.
Taylor first became interested in politics
around the age of 10 or 11 when he had the
opportunity to meet various candidates as they
toured through Iowa. As a kid, he was also
fascinated by history, and that meshed nicely
with his interest in politics.
When he is not teaching, Taylor spends time
with his family, enjoys music and nature and
writes books. He has published three books on
politics over the course of the last twelve years.
The first was a novel on the history and thought
of the Democratic Party, the second a broader
historical book that focused on concentrated
power in government and states’ rights and the
third a co-writer on how the political worldview
of the singer Bob Dylan changed over his career.
“I’m a big Dylan fan,” Taylor said, regarding
his third book. “So that one was really a pleasure

to work on because I was writing on something
I cared about for a long time and had a chance
to work with my friend.”
He is currently working on a fourth book.
Taylor is a member of the Republican Party,
but does not define himself by it.
“At heart, I am more of an independent. My
first loyalty is to my principles, not to a party,
and I choose to work through the Republican
Party because I think it’s the best vehicle overall
for my principles.”
In class, Taylor endeavors to teach in a way
that encourages students to think for themselves
and develop their own worldviews. He hopes
students learn three things:
1. Think it through, and be open to other ideas.
2. Get your news from a variety of sources.
3. Be grounded in Scripture
When asked his favorite part about teaching
at Dordt, Taylor again had three points: Dordt
takes its faith seriously, the students are sincere
and respectful and the facilities are nice and
well-maintained.
“There are a lot of good things about Dordt.”
Taylor said. “So when students come to visit I
can be genuinely enthused and hoping that each
person who comes as a prospective student will
end up here. Because it may not be the perfect
fit for everybody, but I think generally speaking
students are going to be happy here because it’s
a good school.”
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NERF club begins: Nerds
Enjoying Rich Fellowship
Caleb Pollema – Staff Writer

The idea began as a hobby for four Dordt
students who were looking to take a break
from college stress and relive their childhood
memories. The desire for such simple enjoyment
led to the birth of the newly established Nerds
Enjoying Rich Fellowship (NERF) club on
campus.
“We are all about having fun, relieving stress,
taking a break from college life to be a kid
again, and just enjoying the game,” NERF club
vice president Luke Gilliland said. “Making
memories and getting welts.”
Club founders Noah Woolston, Luke Gilliland,
Michael Alsum and Storm Wagner began the
semester playing with the newly developed
NERF rival guns that shoot round yellow balls
for ammo, as opposed to the traditional NERF
darts. This increased their enthusiasm for the
idea, and furthered their ambition to turn this
hobby into a club.
“We realized how much pain they caused and
how fun it is to shoot someone,” Woolston said.
The four began playing in the entryway of the
B.J. Haan last year, but realized that this activity
could be turned into something much more than
four friends enjoying a hobby.
The club, which was recently approved by

Student Symposium, is still waiting to establish
a permanent meeting place and meeting time.
Club leadership hopes they can move their
activities into the recently completed Science
Building on campus. The building has some
great hiding places with good ins and outs—
along with the skywalk—that make it an ideal
NERF battleground.
Club leadership asks that all members wear
protective eyewear when playing to ensure
injury-free fun. Additionally, the club asks
that you provide your own gun, specifically
the NERF Rival gun, to ensure an optimized
playing experience. If you don’t have a gun,
contact club leadership and they can make
appropriate arrangements for you.
“It’s easy, you don’t have to be a super
athletic,” Alsum said.
Look for advertisements that will be posted
around campus in the coming weeks once details
are finalized for the club. Woolston, Gilliland,
Alsum and Wagner are looking forward to the
beginning of their newly founded club and
are always willing to add new members to the
NERF family.
These four friends can’t wait to see what
impact this new club will have on the Dordt
campus community.

Zach Steensma – Staff Writer
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This year, Dordt College welcomes Ryan Smit
to the Music Department as the new Director
of Choral Activities. Diamond staff took the
opportunity to sit down with Prof Smit and ask
him a few questions.
Q: First, just a little background about
you: where are you from? Where have you
been?
A: I grew up in Manhattan, MT, and went
through all 13 years of school at Manhattan
Christian School in Churchill, MT. I attended
Dordt College from 1995-1999 and received
a degree in Choral and Instrumental Music
Education, then went to Arizona State
University for a Master’s degree in Choral
Music Education. After the master’s degree,
I taught for four years at a large public high
school (Mountain Ridge High School in
Glendale, AZ). While I was in the Phoenix
area I also sang with the Phoenix Chorale and
directed the church choir at Phoenix CRC. Both
of my children were also born in Arizona (Caleb
and Emilyn).
We moved to Lynden, Washington in 2005,
where I taught 7th-12th choir at Lynden
Christian High School for the last 12 years. I
also directed church and community choirs
and was the music director for the high school
musicals at Lynden Christian.
Q: When did you decide you wanted to be a
music teacher?
A: My “aha” moment was singing in my first
All-State choir in Montana as a high school
student. I attended a very small school, so until
that first All-State experience I had not realized
what was truly possible when you gather a
group of committed singers together to make
music. After that, I had the opportunity to do
some guest directing of a local men’s chorus
and really enjoyed doing that. When I came to
Dordt, I was going to be either a journalist or
a music teacher, and the more I got involved
in the music department the more I grew to

love the idea of teaching music. During my
second year at Dordt, I had the opportunity to
direct the church choir at First CRC [of] Sioux
Center. This was my first “real” choir job, and
it went so well I knew that I needed to stay in
the field of choral music for the rest of my life.
Q: What brought you back to Dordt? What has
(and hasn’t) changed since you were a student
here?
A: I decided to return to Dordt because I
believe in the mission of the college to equip
students to be a Christian influence in their
spheres of work, family and community. I also
respected and loved the tradition of great choral
music here (in large part because I was once a
part of it). I also came to Dordt because after
teaching many years at the middle and high
school level, I was ready for the new challenge
of conducting a higher level college program.
The campus has changed in many ways: new
buildings, new landscaping, new dorms. Many
of the professors have changed as well, though
I recognize a few faces here and there. The
commitment to a Christian college education
and worldview has not changed. Another
thing that has not changed is the kindness and
community among students and faculty. Dordt
is still a wonderful welcoming community, and
there is so much happening here that I believe is
honoring to God. It is an amazing place to be!
Q: Any hobbies outside of music?
A: To stay in shape, I like to run 2-3 times
a week, hike in the mountains (though I won’t
be able to hike quite as much here as I did in
Washington), and play racquetball. For some
brain leisure I like playing strategic board
games.
Q: By popular demand: what are your favorite
musicals?
A: Tough choice. Les Miserables for the
themes and story, West Side Story for the musical
genius of Leonard Bernstein, and Wicked for the
sheer entertainment value.

Campus abuzz for Heartland
Evangeline Colarossi– Staff Writer

The question buzzing about the minds of many
freshman right now probably goes something
like: What is Tri-State, and oh, what to do with
this weekend of freedom?
Tri-State, also known as Reading Days or
Heartland Convention, is a conference held at
Dordt College for hundreds of teachers from
Nebraska, Minnesota, South Dakota, and Iowa.
The teachers meet together to hear from several
different speakers over the weekend, getting a
chance to learn something new for themselves.
The weekend is filled with teaching, fellowship,
and worship.
This year’s speakers will be Dr. Rick Wormeli,
speaking Thursday, and Dordt College Dean of
Chapel Aaron Baart, speaking Friday. If you or
anyone you know is interested in attending the
Heartland worship and speaking services, they
are open to the public at 9:15 am on Thursday,
Oct. 5 and 11:15 am on Friday, Oct. 6.
With four days of freedom and probably no
homework, most students want to take this

opportunity to get off-campus and do something
exciting. Students have planned things all over
the board: camping in the Badlands, road trips
to Canada, short (or not so short) jaunts home,
plans to attend sports games, or even finding a
home away from home with roommates.
For others, the Tri-State break opens up a
window to rest and recoup after surgeries. It
appears to be a popular weekend for students
to get wisdom teeth removed or schedule
an appointment that they don’t want to miss
classes for.
Students aren’t the only ones with Tri-State
plans, though. Professors enjoy the break as
well; it gives them time to spend at home or on
a road trip with their families.
Just because some students may be planning
to pack their overnight bags and leave their
dorm in a rush, that doesn’t mean everyone is.
Many students that are involved in on-campus
activities, like the up and coming A Wrinkle in
Time performance, are hanging around over the
weekend to attend practice and get in a few days
of much-needed sleep.
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Blades looking forward to Women’s soccer,
team
season ahead
demonstrates high potential,
passion for excellence

Joshua Meribole– Staff Writer

The game began with an anthem and then the
clashing of sticks between the Dordt Blades and
the University of Kansas. Then players were
racing and slamming each other to get the puck
and put it into the goal.
The games on Friday and Saturday marked the
first of the season for Dordt’s hockey team. The
Blades lost 7-6 on Friday and 12-6 on Saturday.
Although the Blades lost, the team is hopeful
about the future.
“I think we still played hard, but they
capitalized on a lot of their chances,” said junior
Caleb Groot, a Blades member, regarding the
game on Saturday.
During the event on Saturday, many audience
members, including junior Jalyn Vander Wal,
really got into the game.
“Yeah, that’s right. Trip him!” said Jalyn
Vander Wal (loudly), as a Dordt player moved
past a Kansas City player, knocking him to the
ground.
“Poor refmanship!” she called out to the
referee each time that she disputed with the
game.
Hockey is the sport that Vander Wal watches
most at Dordt College. Regarding why she
gets so into the game, she relates her passion
to theater.
“If the audience doesn’t connect through
laughter, it’s less interesting; the more they hear
us cheering for them, the more hyped they are.”
And, she’s not wrong.
“We love it when big crowd comes, that’s the
best,” says senior Pieter Gesink.
During the game on Saturday, although the
Contributed photo

Blades trailed 8-2 after the second period,
Vander Wal asserted that that there was still
hope.
“There is no doubt in my mind that I have got
talented kids on our team,” said Blades coach
Nathan van Niejenhuis. “What we don’t have
is a lot of depth, and playing against a team
with Kansas’ skillset, I kind of ‘shorten up the
bench,’ is what we say. Instead of running 4
lines of forward, I only ran 2 lines forward. So,
the guys were skating twice as much than they
normally do on Friday night, and I think that
was evident on Saturday… the extra work that
was put on Friday took its toll: we didn’t have
any legs on Saturday.”
Although they lost both games, the Blades
look to the future and maintain hopeful
outcomes for the semester.
“The first game is always an experience,”
Groot said.
Gesink took the time to share some of the
team’s goals.
“One of the biggest goals we wrote on the
white board at the start of the season was to
make the ACHA [American College Hockey
Association] play offs—I think that goal is still
alive. We still need try to come together as a
team a little bit more. But, I think if everyone
was able to buy in to what we preach with our
system and with what we are trying to teach our
team, I think it is an achievable goal.”
“This year,” Groot said, “we step it up in
terms of team commitment, adding workouts,
and a little more team events, plus late night
practice.”
But, Gesink isn’t the only Blades member
with high hopes.
“My goal for this season is to be competitive,
to be relevant, in every game that we play, but I
understand that there will be bumps and bruises
along the way… [We] try and enable these
players to gel in unity. I would like to see them
grow as college hockey players. And, hopefully
to create an attitude of winning in the locker
room,” said Coach Niejenhuis.
Dordt Blades plays as part of the ACHA.
There are three divisions, with over 150 teams
on Dordt’s level.
The college hockey club was founded by
Niejenhuis’s uncle around 1968, and it continues
currently as a club team. Because of this, the
Blades do not get any scholarships. However,
its team members remain excited, committed
and willing to play, and say that they are “doing
it for the love of the game.”

Sawyer Strelnieks– Staff Writer

Watching the Dordt women’s soccer team
play and practice, the enthusiasm of the players
is evident. Teammates are always cheering and
encouraging one another. In a twist, the team of
2017 is more than a handful of members, with a
roster of 42 players. Rather, this size of a roster
is a new look for the women’s soccer team,
who struggled with low numbers and injuries in
previous seasons.
“The difference in this year’s team compared
to the previous three years is the level of depth
we have per position,” said head coach Bill
Elgersma. “The level of play does not drop
when substitutions are made and that makes
both training and games highly-competitive.”
Having such a large bench with a number of
women rotating into the game has allowed the
team to always have fresh players on the field,
something which wasn’t possible in previous
years. Leadership is key on this team, with five
returning seniors, one of whom is a captain,
and one junior captain, all of whom are leading
the team on and off the field. These women are
dedicated to making the team better every day.
Having such a strong bench keeps the team
highly competitive with lots of energy in both
games and practices. Still, experience on the

field is the team’s greatest weakness at this
point, with many underclassmen having spent
only minutes on the varsity field. But this
weakness is one that can easily be resolved over
time as players gain more playing time.
“We have not had this many numbers, talent
and drive in previous years, so I am excited to
see how this season develops,” senior captain
Natalie Sakuma said. “Each person on the team
has a passion for excellence on the field, team
camaraderie and playing for God, which makes
us a lethal threat.”
With such a close-knit team, there are high
expectations moving forward. Their goal is to
make it to nationals this year. This goal became
visible when Dordt competed with Hastings
earlier this season, who is the favorite in the
Great Plains Athletic Conference and is also
ranked 20th in the country. Although Dordt
didn’t walk away with a win, the team sustained
pressure and discovered how competitive they
can be in the GPAC. Coaches and players
alike agree that there is a lot of potential to be
uncovered in the rest of the season.
The women’s soccer team’s next game is at
Doane on October 7 and then at home against
Northwestern on October 10. Both games have
a 1 p.m. start time.
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Feature Athlete: Ema Altena
Caleb Pollema– Staff Writer

Ema Altena is a junior pre-physical therapy
major from Sioux Center, IA. As an outside
hitter, Altena currently ranks fifth nationally
with 4.4 kills per set. She started playing
volleyball in the fifth grade and now wears
number 12 for the Defender women’s volleyball
team.
Q: Why did you come to Dordt?
EA: I came to Dordt because my sister came
here. She was four years older than me so I
knew a little bit about the campus. Otherwise, I
really wanted to play volleyball when I came to
college and I wanted to go to a Christian college
because I knew with doing pre-physical therapy
that for graduate school I would probably have
to go to a state school or something like that.
I wanted to continue that Christian education I
had from grade school and high school. I chose
Dordt because when I came to visit I really
liked the community aspect of it and I had heard
a lot about how well their professors interact
with their students and really care about their
students. I wanted a place where I knew I could
grow athletically and spiritually. It just seemed
like the right fit.
Q: What are your personal goals for the
season?
EA: I guess I really don’t think about personal
goals very often. This year is the first year I

[am] playing back row [in college]. I played
back row my senior year of high school, but my
first two years at Dordt I just played front row.
So one personal goal would be to improve on
passing every game and getting those stats up.
Q: What are your goals as a team for this
season?
EA: Coach has really talked a lot about
growth. That is like with personal growth, so
improving your blocking form and improving
how you are contributing to the team: my kills
per game, my percentages per game. And you
always want to be consistent. As a team, we
all are growing individually so we can better
help out the whole team. Otherwise, some of
our other team goals are to make it back to
nationals. Obviously, last year when we went
to nationals, we never thought about making it
to the championship game. If we didn’t make
it, we weren’t thinking nationals were a failure.
That’s not how it was. Once we got to nationals
and we started playing games, it sort of revealed
itself to us and became a reality for us. I think
another focus and mentality we have this year
is to focus on every game and how we can
execute to the best of our ability against every
individual opponent. Then, the season will play
out how it plays out. We want to make it back
to nationals and be competitive at nationals. We
want to continue to be competitive and have a
good record in our conference since the GPAC

is a very talented conference.
Q: What has been your favorite memory
playing volleyball here at Dordt?
EA: My favorite memory was probably the
national championship game last year. The
coolest part about that was walking out onto
the championship court and seeing how many
Dordt people were there. I think one of the
gatekeepers said Dordt broke the record for
the amount of people that came to watch the
championship game ever in Sioux City. That
was super cool. I loved seeing how many people
were there to support us and watch us. That sort
of environment was just super awesome.
Q: What athletes did you look up to growing
up?
EA: I didn’t really watch very many sports
when I was little. When I was way younger, I
played softball so I really looked up to Jenny
Finch because she was in some magazines I
read and things like that. Otherwise, I really
didn’t watch sports.
Q: What hobbies do you have?
EA: I really like boating and wakeboarding in
the summer with my family. Otherwise, I just
like spending time with friends. If I can find a
good book, I really like to read. I like to shop.
Q: What are your plans after college?
EA: After college, I hope to get into grad
school somewhere. I haven’t really looked
into any specific place yet. I know of a couple

good programs around here, but I still have two
more years at Dordt. I will start applying next
summer. Otherwise, I would say my closest
future goals are grad school in the next three
years after college.
Photo By: Sawyer Strelnieks
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Greasers and others sweep Looking back on Infinity and
AirBand competition
Beyond
Zachary Sanford– Staff Writer

Joshua Meribole– Staff Writer

Contributed photo
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the
AirBand show! Hosted by Jonathan Beltman
and Jake Brouwer, and set to the unofficial
theme of the Tonight Show hosted by Jimmy
Fallon, this game show, in Dordt’s rendition,
was an experience to remember for performers
and audience members alike.
If you missed the AirBand bonanza
performed Sept. 29th, last Friday night, here is
a recap of a night that would go down in the
Dordt history books, if Dordt had history books.
eight groups of talented individuals pulled
together from every part of campus danced it
out in a lip sync battle for the ages.
Students filled the audience seats in
anticipation of seeing friends and roommates
onstage. In the first act, the audience encountered
shark and panda back-up dancers (Two and Half
Men), a large Grease-styled group of theater
kids (who slid, hopped, and flipped their way to
a standing ovation) and a mash-up of childhood
favorite Veggie Tales songs.
As per tradition, a game of egg roulette was
played during intermission, and the audience
winced and cheered in turn as the unfortunate
eggs rolled and splattered, leaving both players
with yellow streaks in their hair and on their
B.J. Haan pews.
In act two, the audience witnessed a frenzy of
interpretative dancing, including an unexpected
rendition of Shane’s “Insecure” (group Front
Couch) that left the crowd reeling with laughter
and applause. Vacation Bible School songs
meshed with hard rock to leave jaws dropped,
people laughing, and an experience to talk
about.
The battle between male and female RAs
appeared to be a crowd favorite for all. The boys

delivered a fun, choreographed routine of “Bye,
bye, bye” with senior Caleb Smith serving as
the dashing female lead of Redlumednil (so
titled after their beloved Austin Lindemulder),
while the ladies offered a more in-sync dance
routine after their upstaging of the N’Sync
classic. Walking onstage to surprised cheers,
sophomore Jazmin Mendieta led the females
with broom in hand, and the group swept away
the competition for a 2nd-place finish.
A summary of the second intermission
can’t go without a mention of the classic Dordt
Walk Talk. This part of the show featured MCs
Beltman and Brouwer, who took over center
stage to explain the true meaning of “the Dordt
Walk.” Beltman and Brouwer talked their way
through three different routes of the Walk, with
some helpful advice for when such a trip goes
south.
The last part of the show included freshman
Emma Stoltzfus as Political Taco, covering
the song “You’ll Be Back” from hit musical
Hamilton, with characteristic throne and paper
crown. For the final performance, a group
called FamiLEE brought performances to a
close with a red dress, fake fire, and freshman
Shavon Barker being forced to wear something
he wouldn’t have worn otherwise.
Now, here comes the part you’ve all been
waiting for. As every group piled onstage in
a line, the judges handed in their envelopes.
Everyone had a great night, but how could
the performers be thinking about anything
else except the $500 1st prize? In the end,
3rd place was awarded to SkullStompers;
BadBoysBossLadies took 2nd; and the Grand
Prize was conferred on the Greasers.

Dordt delights in “sounding light”
Allison Wordes– Staff Writer

Dordt’s B.J. Haan Auditorium was the
recipient of sounding light’s first ever Iowa
performance.
Sounding light is the chamber choir of
Many Voices… One Song, a non-profit arts
organization based in Metro-Detroit, MI.
Trenney founded sounding light in 2003,
making this year the 15th anniversary of the
choir’s inception.
Tom Trenney, the founder and director of
sounding light, said that the purpose of choirs
are to bring people together.
“When we sing together in a choir we offer
our unique voice to a communal whole,” said
Trenney. “Every time we gather to sing for
people is an equally special occasion.”
The first time Trenney sang at Dordt was
with his home church choir, First-Plymouth,
NE, several years ago. Dr. Kornelis, Dordt’s
former choir director, arranged for sounding
light to come and perform, and Trenney readily
accepted the invitation to return this year.
“The [B.J. Haan] auditorium is a beautiful
place to sing,” said Trenney.
In March 2017, two of Trenney’s choirs sang

for the National Convention of the American
Choral Directors Association in Minneapolis,
MN. The ACDA meets annually, and conductors
can apply to have their choirs perform at these
conferences by submission through a blind
audition process.
Trenney has also been a member of the
American Guild of Organists (AGO) since he
was in middle school. He has since performed
at regional and national conventions of the
guild, as well as playing and teaching classes
for many chapters in multiple states. sounding
light performed for a regional AGO convention
several years ago in Michigan.
Music Marathon is another community
project started by Trenney, using music to bring
people in the Detroit Metro area together. For
12 straight hours, various groups performed
music, including sounding light. During this
event, people could come and go. The freewill
donation benefitted groups like Forgotten
Harvest, which provides food and housing for
people who need shelter.
Trenney’s recordings are performed regularly
on public radio, and his compositions are sung
by choirs all over the country.

The music begins and the sound of your
childhood is played, with each band and
orchestra member in attendance dressed to
fit either a Disney or Pixar movie theme. The
crowd in the B.J. Haan listens and watches.
Backstage, the Diamond dove into the behindthe-scenes of the Pops concert performance of
Sept. 22.
“My group was the low strings; we were
Tarzan [and] I dressed up as Clayton the bad
guy,” said junior and Biology major Jonathan
Nyman, who plays the cello.
“I was in the trombone section, and we were
Frozen. There were fourteen of us; there aren’t a
lot of main characters,” says Kirk Carlson.
“The low brass section went as Brave. I was
king Fergus,” says Daniel Seaman.
For the concert, section leaders choose their
group costumes. In Daniel’s group, section
leader Blake Herrema chose Brave, in hopes of
doing well with the dress-up part.
“I was the guy with the magic wand,” said
conductor Dr. Bradley Miedema, who chose to
be the Sorcerer’s Apprentice. This is his 10th
year at Dordt, and his 25th year teaching music.
“I hope the audience really enjoyed it. It’s
more fun and entertaining for concerts to appeal
to a wide span of age groups, from the littleness
of kids to older generation,” says junior Carlson,
a Computer Engineering major.
So, how did the Disney theme come about?
Students chose during spring, going through
a list of suggestions and finally voting on
it. During the holidays, Miedema works on
selecting which music to play, giving students
each piece in the beginning of the semester.

“The biggest issue [with practicing] is time,”
says Miedema.
From when the semester begins, there are
approximately three weeks before the concert.
“I don’t have a set practice time for college
students. For the ensemble, I expect them to
prepare and get what they need to prepare ready
for rehearsal.”
Most of the work already began in the
summer. There is a student planning committee
that helps Dr. Miedema decide on which pieces
to do. The committee also helps with t-shirt
ideas to promote the concert. The MCs are also
contacted during the summer and are given an
idea of what will be happening.
The Pops concert is a combination of both
Dordt’s Chamber Orchestra and the Band,
and together they form the “Combined Band.”
Musicians moved between bands, depending on
the need, the selections, and the emotion to be
expressed in the music.
“I think it is an important consideration that
the music carries the emotional weight of
whatever is being represented,” says Miedema.
“In this case—it’s movie music—people make
very quick associations about which scene it
comes from, or which characters are singing or
dancing to that music… It does not make our job
harder, but it gives us a pretty big responsibility
to get the music right.”
“I believe it was great because Disney
songs are part of everyone’s childhood,” says
sophomore Jazmin Mendieta, an audience
member. “We all have a story that is connected
to at least one of the Disney stories. And, the
music plays an important role in our lives. By
bringing the music on campus, I think we all
feel connected to those childhood moment.”

Arts in the Prairie brightens up
gloomy Saturday
Jessica Setiawan– Staff Writer

At 2:30 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 30, just 20
minutes before the start of the event, students
and employees received an email from Dr.
John MacInnis with news that the 3rd annual
“Arts in the Prairie” event would be happening
despite the gloomy weather. Although the rainy
start brought a portion of the performances and
activities inside the Campus center, it failed
to deter both families with little children and
elderly community members from attending.
Within half an hour after a poetry reading
by Prof. Schaap and his poetry students, plus
a jazz trio performance, the rain subsided and
the prairie quickly became filled with peaceful
hymns from a bass quartet, vocal performances
and a classical guitar, among others.
The prairie’s trademark yellow Maximilian
sunflowers—a vibrant contrast in the midst of
thick grey clouds and overcast skies—danced
left and right in the wind.
The hymn “It is well with my soul,” sung
by Dordt student Mary Van Wyk, captivated
a small audience during their route along the
trail. Entertainment from kindermusic, art
activities, face painting and juggling stations
also lightened up the somber atmosphere.
But, “Arts in the Prairie” is more than just a
celebration of the natural beauty of the prairie
through art, music, poetry and theater arts; it
also has an educational purpose. Identifiable
in the 15 different grasses are more than 75
different wildflowers and a number of species
of insect which call Dordt’s prairie home.
The insect ID and seed collection station,
fully equipped with large nets and two botany
student assistants, was especially crowded with
children curiously peeking at Prof. Hummel’s
glass-cased insect collection. They drew
furiously with crayons in little booklets they
had to complete to earn their “prairie explorer”
status, complete with certificates and “I love
the prairie” pins. Arts in the Prairie promotes
the stewardship of nature in even the youngest
members of the community.

“It’s nice to have the community involved;
we get a lot out of community enjoyment out
of the prairie. Look at how many people ride
their bikes, jog, and take pictures there. Think
of the number of senior pictures, engagement
pictures, and wedding pictures… It’s fun to
have it used that way,” said Environmental
Science professor Robert De Haan.
However, Dordt’s prairie hasn’t always
been this way. The prairie was first planted 10
years ago in 2007-2008. De Haan, one of the
professors at Dordt who maintains the land,
said the 20-acres used to be filled with corn and
soybean.
For many years, Northwest Iowa had fewer
and fewer acres of tall grass prairie. Dordt
campus stands in former tall prairie grounds
from the 1800s. However, 99.9% of the native
tall grass prairie in Iowa has been converted to
other uses, making it one of the most endangered
ecosystems on earth.
Prof. Schaap said that, according to legend,
“The tall grass prairies were so tall, they were
over 6-8 feet high, you had to stand on a horse
to see over it.”
However, in recent years there has been a
movement to reclaim the prairie grounds, and
“Arts in the Prairie” serves to continue that
trend.
Photo By: Ashley Huizinga
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Mixed reviews for new couches Casey’s construction leaves hole
in community
Zach Steensma – Staff Writer

A new science building isn’t the only update
to Dordt’s campus this year. With remodeled
facilities and old furniture phasing out, a
controversial change affected Southview
apartments earlier this month. Apartment
residents were informed that brand new couches
would be provided.
Once the couches arrived, however, a number
of students expressed their dissatisfaction with
the new furniture, and showed reluctant to give
up the older couches, despite their age.
“It feels like they selected the couches based
on form over function,” said a Southview
resident who wished to remain anonymous.
“I mean, sure, they look nice and make the
rooms look newer, but they didn’t consider the
function when they ordered them. I think they
need to do a better job at communicating with
students and selecting furniture we can actually
use, not just look at.”
Currently, Dordt provides a number of
furniture items to apartment dwellers. In SV
apartments, this includes two couches.
The new couches were purchased from
Highpoint Inc., a furniture dealer operating out
of North Carolina. The same brand manufactures
some of the other new furniture found across
campus in North, East and Covenant lobbies,
as well as the science building and parts of the

classroom building. The introduction of the
new furniture has been an ongoing process on
campus over the last few years.
However, students are more openly expressing
their distaste for the new furniture now that it
has made its way into their living spaces.
“I think the new couches are nice, but they
seem unnecessary, since the old couches were
still good. Not that we had a choice,” said junior
Kirk Carlson.
The new couches feature a more modern,
angular design, matching the other new
furniture that has been put in place.
“There’s some design flaws as well,” said
Carlson, “with the metal bar in the back and
the thin foam cushions, which just make these
new couches less comfortable than they ought
to be.”
Other students who were happy to see the old
couches leave voiced their appreciation for the
replacements.
“The new couches are really long, which is
nice because I’m tall,” said junior Garth Van
Doneselaar. “The sections can be easily moved
and split up; there’s space underneath for
storage. I think they’re comfy. The old couches
were bad anyways, so this is basically a straight
upgrade. Plus, you still can have one old couch
or your own if you don’t like it.”
Furniture upgrades across campus are
expected to continue in the coming years.

In the last issue of the Diamond, we published a factual error. The
writing in the DACA article makes it seem like Professor Roth believes
that the rescinding of DACA was a dangerous overstepping of President
Trump’s bounds. In fact, that is the opposite of what he said.
What Professor Roth actually believes is that Obama was overstepping
his bounds by creating DACA in the first place, and that Trump was
right to rescind it. We apologize for this error. Also, Ellen Dengah
conducted several interviews for the DACA article, but wasn’t listed as
one of the writers.
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Casey’s gas station and convenience store is
a staple throughout Iowa, a fact of life which
is no different in Sioux Center. Until recently,
the Casey’s on the corner of 7th St NE and N
Main Ave was a recognizable landmark for
Dordt students returning “home” from Walmart,
church in other towns, or even holidays spent
in home states. One turn, one stop sign, and
you’ve arrived on campus. Easy directions for
even the most navigationally challenged college
student or family member.
That is, until the Casey’s in town was
demolished on Sept. 20 in order to make room
for a bigger expansion. Casey’s was first opened
in 1978, but the building that once was is now a
pile of dirt on the corner across from Hardee’s.
The empty lot that has been left behind is a
noticeable hole in the community.
Located just down the street from Dordt
College, Casey’s was a popular destination for
students to fill up a tank of gas or grab a box of
pizza, in addition to serving as a waystone for
giving and receiving driving directions.
Casey’s General Store had a sign warning
the public that they would be closing on Sept.
17 for several weeks. However, the building’s

disappearance was still a shock.
“One day it was there, and the next it’s just
gone,” said Becca Nelson, a Dordt senior from
north-central Iowa.
In order to facilitate its expansion, Casey’s
bought and demolished several properties
surrounding it. Including the family-run
laundromat Leisure Laundry next door. Though
Dordt students generally don’t frequent
laundromats—instead taking advantage of the
laundry facilities located in most of the dorms
and apartment buildings—Leisure Laundry was
still a key part of the Sioux Center community,
having been open since 1986.
The town of Sioux Center will not be suffering
for long, as a new Casey’s General Store will
open right where the original building stood.
Plans for the new Casey’s include doubling
the number of gas pumps and increasing the
building size from 2,000 to 4,800 square feet.
“Sioux Center has been a great community for
us since the first Casey’s opened back in 1978,
and our current store was under-serving to the
community and the traffic flowing through
the community,” said Sam Jones, Director
of Finance at Casey’s General Stores in an
interview with Sioux Center News.
Contributed photo

